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Inviting a Friend to Supper
I

have often wanted to address the enigmatic
personages that strut and scurry across the
pages of novels and history textbooks I have read
and pose them the question, if you were to have
your last meal tonight, what, and with whom,
would you eat? I am convinced that a circumspect
answer to this question from each hero, femme
fatale, rebel, philosopher, despot, sailor, or slave
would tell me more about these charactershow they lived and what they held sacred-than
would any description of their childhood,
education, or occupation.
The acts of eating and drinking are more than
a matter of filling the belly and guts. To quell
hunger is also to nourish the spirit. When we eat
and drink, we marry both the mundane and
sublime aspects of our humanness. These
activities are essential to life and remind us that
we are earth-bound creatures, but the fact that
we gather to eat and drink also bears witness to
the social and spiritual dimensions of our
character. To eat with others is an honor and a
comfort. Dining forces us to leave our desks,
workshops, and playgrounds, meet the eyes of
those across the table, and nourish our bodies
with food and our souls with either conversation
or perfect silence. If I share a meal with someone,
I can be assured that person knows me well or
would like to. To eat and drink among friends is
to engage in one of the most intimate forms of
human communion possible. Conversely,
anyone who has dined with someone he or she
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does not know or does not like will have
discovered that fellowship is inextricably bound
to this activity; why else would dining with
someone you dislike or do not know be such an
awkward and unpleasant experience?
Men and women have always fulfilled their
fundamental need to celebrate the highest and
brightest moments of their lives by feasting
together. At banquets given in first-century Rome
under Augustus, diners reclined on cushions
around low tables while cherubic boys fanned
the perfumed air around them. Guests drank
cloyingly sweet wines out of goblets fashioned
from hollowed-out gems. From trays so
enormous they covered entire tables, the guests
feasted on bizarre delicacies (some of them
unmentionable!) including peacock tongues
flavored with cinnamon, whole roasted pigs,
and oysters in sauce made of fish intestines.
These culinary delights attested more to the host's
desire to show off than to his cook's skill. We,
too, celebrate birthdays, reunions, and little
league championships with feasts of sorts, though
ours often take place in restaurants or at home
and are probably quieter affairs than those that
took place in Augustus's grand halls.
In the leanest and saddest times of life, too,
people find physical and spiritual comfort in the
nourishment, fellowship, and respite from work
that a shared meal affords. Pablo Picasso's
etching, "The Frugal Repast" depicts such an
occasion. In it, a man and a woman, both gaunt
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and hollow-eyed, sit close together, shoulder to
shoulder, their bony elbows resting on a table.
Before them is only a small crust of bread, a bottle
of wine, an empty plate, and two glasses. The
man, who is blind, gazes broodingly off to his
right, encircling the woman's shoulders with
one arm and gently resting the spidery fingers of
his other hand on her arm, as if to reassure
himself and her. The woman looks in the other
direction, her chin resting on her hand, her lips
curved into a suggestion of a half smile. They
appear to have nothing left but each other and a
simple meal; even without speaking, they are
comforted by each other's presence.
a ting and drinking have a mystical, spiritual
significance and play a role in every religion.
In the Christian tradition, to lift a cup of wine and
a piece of bread to one's lips in the feast of Holy
Communion is to remember, palpably, who and
whose we are. In her book, Here Let Us Feast,
M.F.K. Fisher, America's grand dame of writing
on gastronomy, speaks of her coming to
understand "the ever-present fact, stronger than
ever in the books of the New Testament, that the
way to teach a new faith and to promise Heaven
is to tell it as Christ did, in terms of feasts, of full
vineyards, of mighty catches of fish and brimming
bottles. I read about how the Devil failed to
tempt Jesus to turn a stone into bread, to prove
Himself the Son of God, and how He did turn
water into wine for a better purpose, at a wedding.
And there was the miracle of the five loaves and
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the two fishes, which fed a multitude . . . God
making something from nothing, much from
little, Paradise from Hell. It was all a part of
man's hunger for what is true, and a sign to me
of the significance of bread and wine and our
intuitive reverence for it and its spiritual
connotations."
My maternal grandfather, a man of enormous
dignity, is a gracious host and the best cook I
know. He has nourished my body and soul with
food and drink for as long as I can remember. His
elaborate Sunday dinners and his simplest meals
have been to me, since my earliest childhood, a
rich and tangible expression of his love. My
grandfather darts to and from the kitchen in his
stocking feet and worn red apron, with a few
wisps of silvery hair falling forward onto his
flushed face, bearing to the table dish after dish
of artfully seasoned vegetables, or perhaps
bringing a cold, moist slice of chiffon cake next to
a cup of steaming coffee on a china dinner plate
for me to balance on my lap over the comics.
When my grandfather makes me dinner, warms
up a bowl of soup for me when I stop by, or sends
me home with a bag of apples, I know he is doing
more for me than filling my stomach. And when
I say, as I do without fail every time he serves
cauliflower in his special sauce of cream and
nutmeg, "Grandpa, the only cauliflower in all
the world that I like is the kind you make," he
beams and knows I have just told him that I love
hlm.
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Julie Versluys
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Stranded at Unrealest City's Edge

Not even half-way down a long steep hill
Like unregretfully tossed cuticles and candy wrappers
That sail on a rain- made gutter creek
Could I travel; my razed vehicle transported me to a
Darkly painted lounge to use a telephone.
Next door, a sporadic neon line touted Betty's
One-night cheap hotel which conjured brain-sepulchers and
Quasi-hells.
Looking through a stranger's eye into the lair
Where Angels might not dare, but I, a fool
Fairly seated amid Xanadu did gaze and see
Our mighty opportunity dome, hung with scarlet, snow, and powder blue.
Then inspecting the creatures in the zoo
(The ones that gawk back as curiously at me and you)
Knew our latest brew of lolly pop conversation of Passion
Would evaporate at the door.
I felt that hypodermic thrills thrived here.
Honeybee wing-like hands blurred to freshly delivered vials
And made the most of Pope-ish blessing touches of H.
We were romper-rooming our excess energy and time on
Descartes' thoughts that deny this place of a
Welder's arc-hot instinct even, "therefore," exists.
Animals, they believe.
In the jolly Jack DT'd mod's cheer
Darwin's open grave-cloak produced a sickle to unlid his beer.
Aristotle pulled another red dart from his quiver.
A half-educated man, taunted by the two scabbed scholars,
Just sat in his seat and shivered.
I made myself cozy.
A middle-aged waitress asked, smacking Spearmint,
What'll ya have, how do you do?
Fine thanks,
I'll have whatever is most popular on your menu.

Timothy Ladd
9
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The Pot that Never
Tilted for Me iGHAlJ
~

I recall it was a cold, dark day.
I was home early from school and had nothing to do. I stood
' with my face pressed against the icy glass window till my
nose was numb. Rubbing the mist my warm breath had
created on the glass pane, I watched the raindrops falling
into a chocolate-colored pool of water in the flower bed. The
drops created foamy bubbles in the murky water, reminding
me of patrolling army tanks I had seen in some old movie.
I then turned to Mother, warm in her quilt. Once snug
,· beside her, I caught hold of her wool thread, making it pass
through my fingers. The thread unhesitatingly slipped
through my hands, tickling my fingers, and was swallowed
by the furious clicking of those shiny needles with which
Mother knitted. I wanted her to tell me a story about her
childhood. After her usual resistance, Mother relented.
She always was a good story teller. Soon I felt myself being
pulled along with her wool and becoming absorbed into
• the pattern she so skillfully wove.
"The darkness grew stronger everywhere in the evening
sky except for the rooftop balcony of the huge house behind
the old clock tower. Here it fought a losing battle against an
electric lamp under whose bright umbrella played five little
girls. All five were lost in a special, private world. They all
went to the same school, in the same bus, at the same time
every morning. All were either sisters or cousins. Their
brothers played together in the narrow street behind the
house. Nothing disturbed them on the balcony-neither the
bellowing horns of the rush-hour traffic forty feet below, nor
the delicious smells that floated across from the family kitchen
10
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on the cool summer breeze. The girls sat in
a ring around an old, orange clay pot.
They gave it gentle pushes, singing, "Pot,
pot, oh old and wise pot, tell us which one
of us will marry first." Then, giggling
nervously, they would remove their hands,
waiting for the pot to settle. It came to rest
in front of Pammi, who was the youngest.
One of the older girls complained that
Pammi did not count because she was so
young. Small Pammi was getting up to
tell her what she thought about this when
Uncle Parpall walked in with a promising
looking bag under his arm. He was the
youngest of the five brothers who stayed
in this house and was the only one still
unmarried. Each of the other brothers had
a couple of kids. Uncle Parpall brought
something for the children every evening
when the brothers returned after closing
their factory. Running to her favorite uncle,
Pammi curled herself around his leg and
then demanded to know what surprise
the bag contained tonight. Winking at
her, Uncle Parpall told her she would have
to wait until after dinner, so she had better
run downstairs and call her brothers."
Mother stopped momentarily to adjust
her wool.
"By the time Pammi returned in the
arms of her eldest cousin, the floor mats
had already been laid and the family was
sitting down to eat. It was Pammi's
mother's turn to cook that night, so she
and her sister helped feed the whole family.
This system allowed everyone periods of
rest. After the meal, all the children helped
wash up. Uncle Parpall's surprise turned
out to be deliciously cold kulfis. After all
DECEMBER 1991
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the other children were packed off
downstairs, Pammi managed to sneak back
and wheedle one more kulfi from her uncle.
The house was divided into five family
units with each brother having one.
However, it was common for the children
to sleep over with a cousin if they so wished.
Aunts and uncles were thought of as being
no different form one's own parents. Later,
as the parents retired too, the house became
· snugly quiet. No sound could be heard
except for the occasional creek of the old
wood steps as someone climbed them to
visit the lavatory. The hourly chime of the
old clock tower faithfully ticked the night
away.
As the sun made its path over the
verandah the next day, the house gradually
stirred back to life. Very soon the chaotic
bustle of a new day began. Lunches were
collected and bags were packed. If some
girl's mother was too busy to braid her
hair, and aunt could always be found to do
it. Amazingly, when the school bus honked
outside the gate, the eight children were
more or less ready. As their collective
mothers waved from above, the children
clambered into the bus and were gone for
the day."
Saying that, Mother again paused to
count her stitches. Tugging at the quilt, I
urged her to go on. "Go on with what?"
she asked, surprised. "That's the end of
the story. We came back from school and
life went on. When your uncles started
bringing home their brides, the house
became too small for all of us. Your
grandfather and his brothers then decided
to sell it. Each brother bought one big
11
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house for his rapidly expanding family.
We left the clock tower square and moved
to Punjabi Bagh Colony in the newer part
of town. That is where you go for your
holidays each summer." Mother then got
up to go to the kitchen.
A couple of summers later an
extraordinary incident took place while I
was at Punjabi Bagh. The fact that my
grandfather returned home earlier that
daywasunusualinitself. Also,Iremember
the hurt and amazement I felt when he did
not take me into his arms as I ran to greet
him at the gate. He had always done so
before, for was I not the only son of his
favorite daughter? My childish sense told
me something was wrong. With some of
my cousins, I followed Grandfather ~she
walked to the central lobby of the house.
That is when I saw a stack of brand-new
cooking utensils and other household
items on the floor. The whole scene seemed
to be from some weird dream. A pregnant
silence enveloped all those in the lobby.
Then Grandfather cracked it by lashing
out at my aunts who stood with heads
covered as a sign of respect beside their
husbands.
All of us cousins watched openmouthed through the window of the
staircase landing. The smallest one, Saikat,
stood on tip-toe on a blue milk crate. He
barely reached the window ledge.
Grandfather told the the by-now-red-faced
aunts that they had always considered
this home different from the one they had
left behind. He shouted that they had
never thought of their husband's family
as that of their own · parents. Since his
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daughters-in-law could not get along with
each other, Grandfather lamented, after
today each one would have her own kitchen
with her own goods. He said he hoped
their consciences would allow them to live
with themselves now that they had divided
a family that for generations had prided
itself on its joint family system. In a resigned
voice he then sent for Mother and
Grandmother to distribute the pots and
pans. I stood open-mouthed in the staircase
with my lollipop on the floor beside me.
As soon as grandfather left, a sudden
change came over my aunts. No longer
did they have their heads covered. No
longer were there faces red in shame.
Instead, that' shade of red changed to one
of expectant excitement. They all wanted
to make sure they got their fair share.
That was the last summer I was to
spend in the house while my uncles still
shared its roof. By the next summer they
had all moved into their own apartments.
I have not been to Punjabi Bagh since
then. It saddens me to realize that the next
time I visit that big, rambling house no
cousins will be playing in its yard. No
familiar faces will light its dark windows.
Worse still, there will probably be another
family violating my childhood domain.
The only time my cousins and I get together
is at our rare family reunions.
Looking outside, I see it is raining. The
stream of water in the yard is no longer the
color of chocolate, it is simply muddy. The
bubbles too are without magic: no longer
do they look like army tanks. Childhood
has gone by, and I did not even get to tilt
the pot.
o
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Tessica De Haan
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beyond the bean

•

Mark Cullison
C offee was a food long before it became a
beverage. Ethiopian warriors ate it before going
into battle. A few crushed coffee beans and animal
fat rolled into little balls, perhaps some frenzied
dancing around the fire, and they were ready to
face the day. Coffee consumption was simply a
means of preparing for a potentially long day of
hand-to-hand combat. Although coffee has evolved
into a beverage, we still drink it more for its utility
than for the pleasure it affords. The simple
explanation for this unworthy motivation is that
most of the coffee we consume does not afford
much pleasure.
Good quality commercial coffees are rare.
Excellent commercial coffees are found only in
advertisements. Commercial coffees have an aroma
that might be called "industrial." We drink them,
it seems, either for caffeine or out of habit or because
they are inexpensive. Although I understand that
each of these reasons might be justified for those
who do not drink a lot of coffee, they represent a
wrong-headed approach to coffee drinking. Those
14

of us who drink a lot of coffee need to think about
the distinction between commercial and specialty
coffees. If specialty coffees are significantly better
than commercial, and if buying specialty coffees is
a reasonably practical thing for a person to do, then
it would be advantageous that person to drink
specialty coffees. Why? Because quality coffee is
one of the good things in life. If you drink a lot of
something, why have it be of a mediocre quality
rather than of a quality that enhances the joy of
living?
So what if we add another possibility to our list
of reasons to drink commercial coffees? People
might also choose to drink commercial coffee
simply because they are uninformed. If there are
people drinking pre-ground, stale coffee because
they are unaware of the array of coffee options,
shouldn't they be told? Coffee has much more
going for it than just caffeine. The coffee market
now provides easy access to specialty coffee stores,
and oftentimes weekly or monthly sales make
quality coffee broadly affordable. A cup of Kenya
DIALOGUE

AA, the highest grade of Kenyan coffee, is still less
expensive than a can of Coca-Cola and two or three
times less than a glass of even mediocre wine.
Switching to specialty coffees is to open yourself to
a world of tantalizing choices.
When people think of gourmet coffee, they may
think of something this essay does not concern: the
cultural phenomenon of flavored coffee. Flavored
coffee is usually some grade of Colombian beans
on which "only the finest" liquid flavorings have
been sprayed. The flavorings are absorbed into the
beans. Of the myriad of flavors available, I find
only hazelnut creme remotely enjoyable. However,
if "fuzzy navel" or "strawberry kiwi" coffee sounds
good to you, there is something you should know.
Although these coffees may be appealing for their
novelty, the flavorings are really just a barrier
between your taste buds and the coffee. To my
mind, this is reason enough to consider flavored
coffees an aberration. Of course, what each person
enjoys is a matter of personal taste. But even for
someone who wants the taste of amaretto _in his or
her coffee, surely putting real amaretto in the coffee
is better than having some flavor sprayed on it.
And the person who desires some fruit flavor might
do better to just have a bit of strawberry flan.
What does a person need to know in order to
consistently enjoy quality coffee? First of all, what
constitutes the "perfect cup" varies from person to
person. The most important aspect of buying coffee
is simply to take your personal taste into account.
The varieties of coffee offer a lot to like, but the
individual whose likes covered the whole spectrum
would be a rarity. So developing a sense of what
DECEMBER 1991

you like will probably involve some
_experimentation. You can take little excursions
over the threshold from commercial to specialty
coffees, buying small quantities of beans with
various characteristics, and see where your taste
leads you.

J2l.

s ·one would expect, however, there are some
basic, agreed-upon "rules" of good coffee making.
Two things are important: the quality of the beans
and the quality of the water. Good beans with bad
water will produce bad coffee and vice versa. Not
long ago, I purchased some freshly-roasted Uganda
Bugishu beans and within just a few hours brewed
them by three methods. I brewed the first portion
of beans in an automatic filter drip machine which
had not been cleaned in at least a year. The effect
was like using bad water, and I was sorry to have
wasted the beans. I prepared the second brew in a
big percolator pot for a group of people. The water
came straight from the tap, "fresh" and cold. This
timethecoffeewasmuchbetter,butnotremarkable.
Lastly, I brewed a pot at home, using filtered water
and the drip method. By using quality water and a
brewing method that allows a human touch, I was
able to fully enjoy the coffee for what it was, an
excellent African coffee, freshly roasted and ground.
Although your choice of brewing method affects
your final product, the brewing alone does not
determine the quality of the ~up. Coffee beans must
travel a hazardous path from the tree to your cup.
At any particular point the quality of coffee may be
compromised, whether in the harvesting, the
roasting, the grinding, or the brewing. When a
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person comes to a coffee seller and says, "This batch
doesn't taste the same as the last. What's wrong
with it?" there is no straightforward answer. The
list of things that can go wrong is quite long.
The world's coffee is divided into three
categories. The best is "high-grown mild." It is
grown at altitudes of at least 2,000 feet, usually
between 4,000 to 6,000 feet. The berries of highgrown mild are hand-picked only when they are
ripe and are treated gently. Next is "Brazilian,"
which is a misleading name because it does not
refer to Brazilian coffee, but rather to a lower-grade
coffee. "Brazilian" is grown at low altitudes and
mass-harvested. Most of the coffee that goes into
commercial blends is "Brazilian," with a little highgrown mild thrown in, possibly to validate the
claim "mountain grown." The coffee in the first
two categories comes from the species Coffea arabica.
This is the original species, the one the Ethiopian
warriors ate. In the United States, you should not
find any specialty coffee which is not arabica. The
last category is robusta. The cheap (not just
inexpensive) commercial coffees, including the
instant varieties, use robusta.
Regardless of the category, all coffee beans
appear the same. Coffee beans are the seeds of a
fruit that looks a lot like a cherry. Preparing the
beans for shipment is a matter of removing the
seeds from their protective layers of skin and pulp.
How this is done is an important factor in the
quality of the coffee. The result of the process
should be clean, uniform-sized beans of a soft but
vibrant green, like sage with a sheen. If the process
is performed carelessly, some of the beans will be
16

small and deformed or discolored. Negative terms
used for evaluating coffee like "earthiness" and
"harshness" refer to what happens during this bad
processing. The coffee ends up with dirt, twigs, and
stones in it. For the best coffee, the beans are only
picked when they are ripe, which usually means
hand-picking in stages. The layers of skin are
removed and the beans are soaked while the pulp
ferments off the seed. After a series of soakings and
washings, the beans are dried and anything left on
the bean is removed.

"bree

factors comprise the criteria for grading
the best coffee. It must be high-grown mild,
prepared with great care, and the resulting coffee
beans must be consistent in appearance. The first
two criteria are strictly adhered to, but the third has
numerous exceptions. It is true that good Kenya
AA beans are large and remarkably uniform in
color, size and shape. Yemen Mocha or Ethiopian
Harrar beans, however, look lousy but taste
extraordinary. Thus, a fourth criterion, the most
important of all, is how good the aroma and taste of
a coffee is. Experts call this "cup quality," and it is
the bottom line.
Let's assume we have a high-grown mild that
was carefully harvested and processed. The next
step is roasting the green beans. Coffee beans are
chemically complex little things which go through
some interesting changes during roasting. Prior to
roasting, the bean is higher in moisture, caffeine,
protein and fat. Normally, the roasting process
takes about fifteen minutes, with darker roasts
taking a bit longer. The result is a bean with a light,
DIALOGUE

oily sheen. The oil is the essence of the coffee £lavor;
it increases with a darker roast, thereby producing
the intensified flavor of dark-roasted coffee. The
quality of the beans may be compromised at this
stage in a number of ways. If the roaster is not
careful, the result will be coffee that tastes like
something other than coffee. The process can be
too short or too long, or the roasting machine can be
too hot or not hot enough. A bad roast will result
from any one or a combination of these four factors.
More important than understanding the process
of roasting is knowing the differences between
various roasts. The typical coffee buyer will
encounter four roasts. Beans roasted to a medium
brown with a dry surface are often referred to as
"American" roasted. The majority of the beans you
see in specialty stores are American roasted. A
slightly darker bean with a bit of oil on the surface
is a "Light French" or "City" roast. Dark brown
beans which have a noticeably oily surface belong
to the "Dark" or "French" or "Italian" (espresso)
roast. An even darker roast, rarer than the other
three in the United States, is called "Dark French"
or "Heavy" roast. As you go up the scale from
lighter to darker the coffee loses its acidy bite. The
darker roasts are also lower in caffeine. You can
begin to get a sense of the options available when
you consider how two different beans (two different
tastes) would respond to each of these various
roasts. A single type of bean may be used to
produce four reasonably distinct flavors, although
all these options are not available in specialty stores.
After roasting, the third stage of the beans'
journey from tree to cup is the grinding. The worst
DECEMBER 1991

mistake you can make here is not waiting to grind
until just before brewing. Once coffee is roasted it
is on its way to staleness. Roasted whole beans
begin to lose flavor in about a week, and grinding
expedites this loss. Once the coffee is ground, either
brew it in less than an hour or accept the fact that
your have compromised its quality. So is there any
hope that buying a commercial coffee is going to
provide you with a quality cup? No, there is not.
Commercial packers inevitably compromise the
coffee in that they must both grind it and put it in
tins. When coffee beans are roasted and ground,
they release carbon dioxide gas. Packers have to let
that gas escape before they can seal the coffee into
tins. If they didn't unopened coffee tins could be
little time bombs. So they must let it become stale
before they can pack it. It is a harsh reality.
When you go out to buy whole beans, you must
to a certain extent trust that the harvesting and
roasting has been done carefully. But when the
beans are purchased, the responsibility of
maintaining the quality of the coffee becomes yours.
I have already mentioned the importance of using
quality water and grinding the coffee just before
brewing.

'mat

kind of grinder should you use? If being
traditional pleases you, use a mortar and pestle or
a box grinder. Be prepared to take some time,
though, and realize you will not have a consistent
grind for all your effort. Since we live in the late
twentieth century, however, an electric blade or
burr grinder might be more appropriate. I use a
blade grinder and have yet to be disappointed with
17

the results. A more important consideration is how
fine to grind the beans. In general, the finer the
grind, the faster the brew, and the faster the brew,
the better the coffee. So grind the coffee as finely as
you can for your brewing method. However, if the
grind is too fine you can actually destroy the oils of
the beans, as well as slow the brew by clogging the
filter.
When we come to the brewing, our potential
quality cup is just a few moments away. The
brewing method and the pot you choose will reflect
both the kind of coffee you enjoy and the amount of
time you like to spend making it. Americans,
committed as we are to convenience, generally
prefer an automatic machine to any method that
requires us to stand there and watch it. The machines
do have advantages. If kept clean, they brew a
consistent quality of coffee, and they keep it warm.
The primary disadvantage, as I see it, is the lack of
ritualin machine brewing. Carefully going through
the process of putting on water, waiting, grinding
the coffee, pouring it over the grounds, inhaling the
first wave of aroma, warming the cups, and pouring
the brew is a way of enhancing human flourishing.
It provides the act of drinking coffee with an
aesthetic quality that machine brewing does not.
Regardless of which method you choose, there
are certain practices which are advantageous to
follow. As a rule, the stronger the coffee is brewed,
the better it tastes. The stronger brew allows you to
enjoy the distinctive characteristics, such as richness
and aroma, more fully. This is especially so if you
drink your coffee with milk or sugar. The flavor of
an American roasted coffee is almost always
18

overwhelmed by the addition of milk, so if you use
milk it would be beneficial to use a darker roast.
Use at least two level teaspoons of coffee per cup to
obtain the desired result. When you brew, don't
use boiling water, but rather water which has just
begun to boil and then been taken off the heat. It
should be around 200 degrees Fahrenheit. I have
learned at home to judge when the water is about
to boil. I grind the beans in the few seconds prior
to the whistle. I take the water off the heat, empty
the coffee into the filter, and pour. Usually, the
coffee is brewing less than a minute after I grind it.
The process is not complicated, and it is (along with
quality water) the best thing you can do to make
good coffee.

'£

xperiment with a variety of coffees and
methods. If an American roast is too mild for you,
try a European roast. If a clean, pure filtered coffee
loses its appeal, try a French Press (plunger method)
pot and drink some grounds with your coffee. If
the French Press method doesn't suit you, do it the
Middle Eastern way and just leave the grounds in
the bottom of your coffee bowl. If just having coffee
isn't enough anymore, take an excursion into the
world of espresso. Start off your day with a cafe
latte. Or you may just decide that an American
roasted Kona provides all the coffee pleasure you
need.
But now to particular coffees. The United States
receives far too many coffees to consider all at once,
but here is a short list of some of the best ones
available, starting with coffees from Central and
South America.
DIALOGUE

Colombian Supreme Medellin - This is Colombia's highest grade of coffee.
It would be interesting to begin experimenting here. The difference between this
coffee and the Colombian you can buy in a can sharply demarcates commercial
coffees from specialty.
Costa Rica Tarrazu- You <:an buy this coffee grown on the La Minita estate,
hand-picked and prepared. It is "strictly hard bean" (grown above 3,900 feet),
and at its best is about as good as coffee can be.
Jamaican Blue Mountain - The best of this coffee comes from the Wallensford
Estate and costs around thirty dollars a pound. It is widely considered the best
coffee in the world, but if you have had the La Minita, you might be legitimately
dubious. Because of its celebrated character and the price people are willing to
pay, both roasters and sellers have been known to mix in some lesser beans.
Sometimes they will call it "Blue Mountain Style."
Yemen Mocha Mattari - Drinking this coffee will add depth of meaning to
your understanding of the term exotic." Brew it strong. Drink it straight. They
have been growing it the same way since 600 A.D. If you drink it slowly and let
it roll about in your mouth for a bit, you'll be able to taste some chocolate
overtones.
Ethiopian Harrar - The arabica coffee tree originated, and still grows wild, in
Ethiopia. It is grown at between 5,000 and 6,000 feet, and the coffee it produces
is distinctively winey.
Kenya AA-At its best this coffee has a less winey character than Ethiopian
Harrar, and is, while not heavy, yet a full-bodied coffee.
Sumatran Mandheling - Try this one before the fire in the evening. It is rich,
full, and smooth.
Hawaiian Kona - Kona has become expensive, but for a good quality, the
price is worth it. This coffee has one of the most satisfying aromas. It is not too
rich, not too sharp, and not too winey. The grades go, in order, Extra Fancy,
Fancy and Number One.
II

The above list is, in both senses of the word, partial. It does not represent all
the great coffees available, much less the blends which roasters and sellers can
create. Nevertheless, going through this list, buying small quantities of great
straight coffees and tasting them, would doubtless enrich your life.
O
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NTERVIEW

-ROBERT KROESE-

George Marsden could never be a
politician. Snappy one-liners are not his
forte. He speaks slowly, weighing each word
carefully, as if it were being carved in stone.
His mind, however, is anything but slow. As
he spoke to me by telephone from his home
in Durham, North Carolina, it became clear
that his mind was fast at work, editing every
word that escaped his lips. His hesitancy in
conversation reflects his desire to be ·
completely accurate rather than a lack of
confidence in his knowledge. Yet he was
obviously uncomfortable with the verbal
interview format; after we had wrapped up
what I thought had been a very interesting
conversation, he apologized for being so
boring.

Perhaps Marsden is more at home with the written word. He has
authored a number of books, on subjects as diverse as Christian
evangelicalism and fundamentalism and American history. Yet Marsden
has no dearth of experience with spoken rhetoric either. He taught in
Calvin's history department for twenty-one years before leaving five years
ago to teach the history of Christianity at Duke University. As one of the
world's foremost authorities on Fundamentalism, he has been interviewed
by numerous national magazines. In this capacity he also served as an
expert witness in the Arkansas evolution/ creation science trial in 1986,
which involved an Arkansas law requiring that creation science be given
equal time whenever evolution was taught in public schools. Marsden' s
presence at this trial was motivated by his belief that Christians should not
"use the power of the state to promote Christianity." He added that "it is
a minority of people-even a minority of Christians-who hold to that
literalistic an interpretation of Genesis ... and even if it were a doctrine that
all Christians believed, I do not think that the best way to advance
Christianity is to make it something that is required to be taught in public
schools."
At present, Marsden is at work on a book about the religious history of
America's universities, a topic which is obviously very close to his heart.
His interest in this topic was sparked by his long tenure at Calvin, "where
it was taken for granted that the goal in one's academic work would be to
relate one's Christian beliefs to whatever one did academically," and
contrasting that to the typical American university, "where a lot of people
assume that it is illicit to relate religious faith to an academic discipline." It
took very little prompting on my part to get him to speak at length on this
subject. "What I am looking at is the role of Christianity in defining
America's universities," he began. "I am particularly looking at the
transition from the time when colleges, which were predecessors of major
American universities, were all controlled by evangelical Christians, to
today, when that kind of Christianity seems to be all but excluded from
most universities. I am interested in how that transition takes place and
what it means in understanding the role of universities in the culture and
the relationship of Christianity to the university. In 1870, most American
colleges would have been like Calvin College, at least in the respect of
believing that it is important to relate Christianity to what you are doing.
This is an important historical development that has not really been
explained very well."
Marsden then launched into just such an explanation. He related that
these schools were established not as secular institutions, but as overtly
Christian institutions. By way of illustration Marsden remarked that as late
as 1894the University of Michigan published a book of essays byprofessors
about Christianity and the university, and at this time it was still fairly
common practice even for state universities to required chapel attendance.
It was inevitable, though, that these schools would broaden their
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constituencies. "What the liberal Protestants who ran the universities did
to retain their control in the culture," Marsden said, "was broaden the
definition of Christianity so that rather than hold to a Christianity that
would exclude some people, they adopted a liberal Protestantism which
could be the basis for developing a public cultur~ in which Protestants
would be in control." This new liberal Protestantism was, however, a very
diluted form of Christianity; it was, as Marsden remarked, "a Christianity
of ethics, the Sermon on the Mount, and democratic values."
Marsden believes that one of the major contributing factors to the later
secularization of universities was the fact these schools assumed they were
responsible not only to the church, but also to society as a whole. Thus a
school like Yale, which was nominally a private Christian university, was
essentially a public institution in that "it was an institution which was
supposed to serve the whole nation, was open to students from everywhere,
expected financial support from people of all kinds of religious faiths, and
had no strict religious 'tests"' for its faculty. Marsden went on to say, "The
problem is that if an institution is trying to serve the public, it then becomes
responsible not simply to the Christian tradition but also to the rest of its
constituency. That leads to the problem of what to do with people who
disagree with your religious beliefs. Do you make them second class
dtizens?" Marsden noted that the place of Jews in these nominally Christian
universities was a particularly important question. "In the beginning of the
Twentieth century, Jews started coming to these universities in substantial
numbers and it was essential and, I think, proper that these universities did
not discriminate against them, because the universities had already defined
themselves as institutions that served the whole population."
At this point I began to wonder how all this would relate to a school such
as Calvin. How could Calvin be expected to succeed in retaining its
religious character when prestigious institutions like Yale and Harvard had
failed? Or was that not even a fair way to phrase the question? Could these
universities be blamed for "failing" simply because they had chosen to
evolve into a different kind of institution? I need not have been concerned;
after a brief pause Marsden suggested, "Now you might ask, 'How does this
relate to a place like Calvin?"' and proceeded to answer his own question.
"If a place like Calvin is interested in retaining its distinct Christian identity,
it has to do so by continuing to define itself as a church institution, or at least
as an institution that is defined by a particular Christian creed that serves
as a test, for instance, for being on the board of trustees or the faculty.
Whenever a school begins to define itself more broadly ... it begins to build
a constituency that has religious interests that are different from their own.
Then students, who become alumni, begin to demand that they get equal
representation in determining the policy of the college, and gradually
whatever Christian identity the place has disappears as it becomes more
and more a public institution.
If, on the other hand, an institution makes it clear from the start that it
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represents a particular Christian tradition which is not identical to being
American, then it can retain its identity. For instance, in the early 20th
century Catholic schools were not thought of as being anything other than
schools of the Catholic church. So if you went to Notre Dame you knew
what the score would be: that you were going to a Catholic institution and
you would put up with Catholic ways. Protestant schools, on the other
hand, have always had the tendency to think of themselves as simply being
American. It is all involved with the presumption that America is essentially
a Protestant nation. For that reason Protestants have had trouble maintaining
lines that draw any distinction between the church and the nation. So places
like Calvin, to retain their identity, have to bite the bullet and say, 'Look,
we're different. You can come here and be different, or go somewhere else
and be homogenized into the Great American Way."'
When I asked Marsden why Calvin has been successful in retaining its
original Christian identity thus far, he answered briefly and without
hesitation, leading me to conclude that this was not the first time he had
considered this question. "Calvin has had a strong church identity, which
is of course reinforced by a strong ethnic identity." He said. "The third
thing that Calvin has that very few Americans schools have is a belief that
Christians ought to represent a distinct perspective of scholarship. This
strong identity of Christian scholarship has helped to preserve its identity,
because people at Calvin have had intellectual resources to resist the claims
that there is a sort of universal science to which all rational people ought to
agree."
It struck me that another reason Calvin has been able to resist this trend
may have been that it was not under quite as much pressure to serve the
entire society. Perhaps because America's major univerities had borne the
brunt of this responsibility, small evangelical colleges like Calvin had been
allowed to slip through the cracks.
Marsden responded to this suggestion by stating that there definitely
was a need for both types of schools. "There is a need for state institutions
and other institutions which I'm calling public-like Yale, which serves the
public although it is technically private-that are properly secular in the
same way that the government is properly secular. But the church has to
define its identity as being set apart from the culture, or the nation. Being
part of the church simply means to affirm a value system which makes one
somewhat peculiar in terms of the more homogenized definition of what is
to be American. Both of these are necessary, but there is a tendency for the
core culture to absorb everything into it. There is constant pressure to take
traditions that are distinct and to homogenize them into the melting pot,
though today this is done in the name of multiculturalism."
This prompted me to ask whether the drive toward multiculturalism,
which is so prevalent at America's colleges and universities today, could
pose a danger to a Christian college in that it might further the secularization
process. Marsden replied, "Multiculturalism is a good goal, but it can be
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done within the boundaries of a church-defined college. A college can
become multicultural in the sense that it is a Christian institution which will
serve people from every culture, but it is not an institution which equally
represents every point of view in the world. In fact, it is an illusion to think
that can be done. A place like Calvin can welcome people from all sorts of
cultural traditions, but should make clear that they also have a distinct
Christian identity that defines this institution. If people want this kind of
institution, that is where they should go, and if they want something else,
they should go elsewhere."
Not wishing to get mired in the muddled debate over m_ulticulturalism
and attempting, if at all possible, to avoid discussing political correctness,
I decided to move on to another area. One of the things which has always
intrigued me about the great American universities is the way they have
departmentalized religion. These schools are, for the most part, completely
secular, yet a great number of them are affiliated with a divinity school of
some sort. Marsden, who teaches in both Duke's religion department and
its divinity school, said that retaining a divinity school allowed the
universities to "stand for high moral ideals" while still promoting a scientific
understanding of things. The university as a whole, however, would
emphasize only "the ethics of Christianity, something that would not be
susceptible to scientific refutation." Because the universities were defined
as scientific institutions, and science was defined as an enterprise free from
preconceptions and outside interference, universities could not continue to
adhere to many of Christianity's preconceptions. He added that "it was
widely said that a 'Catholic university' was an oxymoron, because you
cannot have a scientific institution that is controlled by a preconceived
definition of the truth. And traditionally Protestant schools were excluded
on the same ground."
How would Marsden respond to this criticism of Christian institutions?
"Since the beginning of the 20th century, most people have come to
recognize that science does not operate in a vacuum, but rather always
works within a tradition that is controlled by preconceptions and social
interests .... So having Christian preconceptions doesn't disqualify one
from doing science because admitting to Christian preconceptions is simply
being frank about having certain preconceptions rather than others. It
seems to me that the crucial question is the integrity in the process that you
go through. Everyone starts with some presuppositions. The point of doing
good science is to reason consistently from your starting point."
Marsden mourns the fact that there are no major universities in
America which have retained their original Protestant character. "There is
Christian education from pre-kindergarten up through college, but then it,
stops; there is no Christian graduate education. Why not? There is no
necessary reason why it stops at that point. It seems to me that it is a
historical accident in the sense that it could conceivably have gone another
way or might go another way in another century. But in this past century
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a somewhat arbitrary line has been drawn there. I am asking why that
happened and why Christians do not approach developing stronger
alternatives. They have lots of money for other things, but Christian
graduate education never seems to be a priority. The primary reason I left
Calvin was because Calvin has no graduate education, and I was interested
in teaching Ph.D. students. I think one kind of thing that Christians can do
is to teach at secular universities, but another thing would be to build their
own universities."
Given what Marsden had said earlier about the necessity of universities
broadening their constituencies, I wondered why he so strongly advocated
the establishment of Protestant universities. Would it not be harder for a
university to retain its Christian character? Marsden apparently believes
that it is worth the risk.
"Part of the problem," he said, "is that a particular denomination which
has a limiting creed often has difficulty finding the resources to finance a
whole university. Of course, a place like Calvin would not have to establish
a full-fledged university with all the technical sciences and so forth at every
level, but one could build graduate education in disciplines which had
particularly to do with Christian perspectives, like philosophy, history,
literature, social sciences and the like."
I concluded the interview by asking the question that I am certain
Marsden had been waiting for. Would it ever be possible for Calvin College
to become Calvin University?
Marsden believes that it this is a definite possibility. "A Catholic
university is not an oxymoron. There has long been a distinguished tradition
of Catholic higher education, and that still continues today in some places.
I see no reason why you could not have Protestant higher education. There
might be practical problems in trying to establish a Christian Reformed
university, but, using Reformed in the generic sense of the word, there
certainly could be a Reformed university that had a distinct identity."
My time was up, and I still had a number of questions I wanted to ask.
How could Calvin broaden its constituency even to a more inclusive
Reformed identity without losing something of its original character? Would
this be the first step on a slippery slope toward secularism? Would Calvin
have to sever its ties with the Christian Reformed Church? If so, would it be
worth it?
I reminded myself that Marsden is primarily a historian, and for all his
experience in this field, he cannot see the future. As historians some day
trace the evolution of America's universities through this century and
beyond, they will undoubtedly regard much of what they see as the result
of unforeseeable "historical accidents." Yet it is the efforts of people like
George Marsden which allow us to better understand the past, and perhaps
exercise more control over the future.
0
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I Become

Pricking like a needle to the skin,
Pulling like a single painful strand,
Piercing flesh with needle-points of sin,
Tugging with a thread of guilt, my hand
Prepares a passioned patchwork to conceal
The corpse within-all swollen and inflamedFrom Father's face. Embarrassed to reveal
My sickly soul to Him, I sit ashamed.
Whose hands now bear the garment I have sewn?
What hands are these, in each a painful hole?
Who wears the punctured flesh that I have known?
What hands restore my broken, swollen soul?
How gently now they lift the patchwork from
The wound they heal! I stand ... and I become.

Chad Engbers
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Kenosis

The time has come for timelessness to cease.
The span which once an instant did appear
Is now a lifetime, measured year by year.
Your timeless glory now You must release;
Your power and Your knowledge now decrease.
Omnipotence, omniscience-leave them here;
The time has come for ignorance and fear.
Now struggle begs to veil eternal peace.
More glorious than humans can conceive,
You now a lowly baby must be born;
More loving than the masses can perceive,
You now must wear their hatred like a thorn.
In emptiness to earth now take Your fall,
And through Your life and death fulfill them all.

Chad Engbers
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SKETCHBOOKS
April Diephouse

Home
Near the train station at Moreton-in-Marsh, we heard the
gentle click-click-click-click of an elderly woman's broad-seated
bike. There is and will be time and more time to think on the train,
with guitar notes captured on a glossy strip and cassette wheels
turning. There on the train everything passes, dip and hill dipand
hill dip andhill dip and the double rails hover over groundrush;
lines graftin, lines grow out and I'm riding ... Becky is flipping
through a pack of English monarchs, Richards and Henrys on the
train. A bunch of lives are shut into the same cab; now and then
the thought of it puts a loop in my heart, but there is room for all
of us. The clouds pull the nightshade faster across the fields; I am
never homesick, though today my seat faces the back of the car,
and it makes for an open-ended melancholy. I taste a little of the
salt of Lot's wife.

Madame Tussaud' s
Some of those effigies of hair and wax looked ready to breathe.
I looked so long that they did when I blinked. Voltaire was a
delicate, small-fingered, smooth-skinned man with a grey, long,
curly wig. If I had met him on the streets of France one day, that
delicate, small-fingered smooth-skinned hand is the hand I would
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shake. Amazing to see history fleshed out, that once there walked
the earth a man with this curved nostril and earlobe, with that
knobby knuckle and ridged fingernail. Some night I will stay there
in that museum until after it closes, to study the figures of the
famous, the bodies they woke with every morning. Even Hitler
had to comb his hair. Then I could know more who they were.
After all, the flesh carries the weight of the spirit. I am me to my
fingertips.

We walk through Soho, her shops struggling to get on the right
side of the tracks. Occasionally we see a _battle scar: "Striptease"
in tack-up neon. We are in the cool shadow of concrete except
when the sun lashes through an alley. It is not, as it had seemed to
me at first, a visitor's facade or a street of paper store fronts-the
natives are everywhere. We come upon a sudden doorway, a
sloping man in black on the stoop, cigarette dangling from his
fingers. He steps down and past as if we weren't there. We do not
know the language of calls and shouts, the curbs and sewer covers.
The children run past, but we cannot match their faces to the brass
numbers on the apartment doors. We are strangers.

In the dining hall ~tone of the night-glossed tables, I sat with him
until 4 A.M., after the streets stopped pulsing. We talked of men
who are machines, lonely in the small hours because the whole city
is asleep. The quiet space is the most beautiful and the most
terrible. I am remembering it now as I lie here, alone, and in a fiveyear-old' s fever.

Oak Hill
(Right now I snatch bits of reality only when I sleep. When I talk
to these people, I could tell them anything about myself; I can erase
the old dotted line around me ad draw my own boundaries for
them, shading where I like. I am frightened I might tell them
something I'm not-I can't really re-create myself, only change the
picture. When they discover I didn't stay in the lines, what then?
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I don't even know where the lines are.)
There I was, perched on a stool in a white-cupboard kitchen,
telling Terry about me. I saw him as if through the wrong side of
a peep-hole, small and faraway and holdig a coffee mug. He had
no idea who I was; I was a stranger at the door. But we shared a
cup of tea anyway. He says that everyone's first novel is about the
author. I think he is right.

The boys choir sings under St. Paul's dome and the crest of their
clean, pure tones rises and rolls its back along the arched ceiling,
as if the boys are using the giant space as a common lung. Sound
resonates within and without them-perfectly balanced. If the
pressure were too great one way, they might burst like paper
balloons. I wonder if they know the instrument they make, the
single membrane they become. After the last rolling echo, they sit
and fidget, counting the fingers they have on each hand.

"Where a man has been given much, much will be expected of
him." The potter and the clay-no matter how many pots the
potter makes, he still has the ability to throw another on the wheel.
But I want to push, I want to exhaust my ability and empty myself
into the pot. Isn't God exhausted? He has gone so far as to take on
the form of man, to become the clay he once wet with his thumb.
How much further can he go?

Regent's Park
We came to a crossroads and entered the black iron gate to
green, a strange cross-section of the city. The sun lay warm and
long in the trees and we threaded our way among the skatewobbly kids with greasy hair and red elbows. Ahead of us tottered
two old and tweeded women; their fat-loaded legs funneled into
shiny man-made shoes, which stemmed the 1nassive flow of flesh
like tiny plugs. Watching these top-heavy ships in the breeze,
clinging to each other's gargantuan handbags, I listed slightly.
The sun droned and we were getting drowsy so we sat on our
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coats in the grass. Three lanky, silk-shirted guys walked by on
stiltish legs. They were discussing the "knockers" on a girl they
knew and the pathetic state, in their estimation, of some bloke's
wardrobe: "I mean, when the clothes are only just inside the
bounds of fashion, it's time to re-vamp." In front of them drifted
a bee-like woman with silk-spun hair, and she beamed, singing,
"La la la la ... " The longer we sat there the more the park seemed
to separate from the city, the green curling in from the concrete. On
any day I might visit Regent's Park and find the same people there,
the scampering English boys, the old woman galleons and that
couple with their hands in each other's jeans pockets.
We found a bench to watch the timeless pass and to follow the
flight of birds over the lake: buckle-necked egrets, black swans
and white swans, and brown-home ducks. John, who had been
thinking of the ugly duckling story, said that he would rather be
a duck than a swan anyway-"They're more unassuming."

Living in the present, I want things to come together now,
without letting the ideas inside me age. I don't know my length;
if I died today it would make little impression on the hectic earth,
but something will have died with me-what I could have done.
The irretrievable loss is both tragic and insignificant. But in the
pressure to accomplish, I must not let my ideas flare too quickly,
or they will burn up like a marshmallow in a campfire flame. I
have to let them bake and brown over the even heat of coals, which
means time, patience, and a slow turning. It is not time yet to rage
against the dying of the light.

He is holding my hand in a wide grip of tendon, knuckle,
and bone. I am comfortable but thinking my hand looks like a
paper cut-out or a body part from a storage box at Madame
Tussaud's. I could be easily removed. I am wondering if Christ
ever looked at his hand and was frightened by his frailty.
He is holding my hand tighter now.
0
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A Test for Out-of-Town Freshpersons
Which of these sounds like a great adventure?
1) Skin-diving in crystal blue waters (0 points)
2) Schussing down a powdery ski trail (2 points)
~) Hitting a patch of ice and skidding into oncoming traffic (4 points)
According to you, athletes who compete in the winter Olympics:
1) must have a lot of fun (3 points)
2) must have great dedication to train in harsh weather (1 point)
3) must have had some childhood brain disease (0 points)
You like snow best when it is:
1) in one of those shaker paperweights (0 points)
2) a beautiful white powder sitting on the tree branches (2 points)
3) piled up in muddy, slushy gobs by the side of the road (4 points)
(Men only) Which of these fashion statements do you think is the most attractive?
1) "Bikini babe"
2) "Warm and friendly"
3) "Buried treasure"

1{

(0 points)

~~

ffl

(2 points)

(4 points)

~

(Women only) Which of these physical attributes do you find most appealing?
1) Tanned and tone_d pectorals (0 points)
2) Pasty white skin and extremely chapped lips (4 points)
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? "The outside world is OK, but really
I'd be content to just sit in my dorm room for months on end."
1) Agree (5 points)
2) Disagree (0 points)
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Which of these statements would you be most likely to utter?
1) "It just wouldn't seem like Christmas without snow." (3 points)
2) "Michigan is usually very beautiful over the holidays." (3 points)
3) "Mittens? What the##%*$&*# kind of Christmas present is this?" (0 points)

If you suddenly found yourself snowed in, you would:
1) be extra thankful for warm shelter and other winter blessings (2 points)
2) take the opportunity to really get to know your roommates (3 points)
3) react in the same manner as Jack Nicholson did in The Shining (0 points)
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? "Wondering whether my car will
start every morning would add verve and spice to my otherwise routine life."
1) Agree (3 points)
2) Disagree (0 points)
In the past, when people have remarked to you how beautiful a new snowfall was,
you have usually:
1) agreed heartily (4 points)
2) scoffed but kept it to yourself (2 points)
3) poked them in the eye like the Three Stooges do (1 point)
4) on the advice of counsel, declined to answer that question until
certain criminal charges against you have been resolved. (0 points)

SCORING:
0-3 points
4-8 points
9-13 points
14-18 points
18+ points
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Head south and don't look back
Bundle up and you'll survive
Michigan native
Canadian native
Monitor your roommates closely for that Jack Nicholson insane look
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